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Your Wildcat EP package comes supplied with an extra strut (AQUB8803). If you feel you
need to replace the strut, here is a simple set of instructions on how to do so.
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1. Remove the canopy from the top of the boat.

1. Remove the canopy from the top of the boat.

2. Using a 1.5mm hex wrench, loosen the two set screws holding the drive cable to the
drive cable coupler.

2. Using a 1.5mm hex wrench, loosen the two set screws holding the drive cable to the
drive cable coupler.

3. From the back of the boat, grasp the prop and slide the drive out the back of the boat.

3. From the back of the boat, grasp the prop and slide the drive out the back of the boat.

4. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the 4 screws that hold the strut and rudder
bracket to the back of the boat.

4. Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove the 4 screws that hold the strut and rudder
bracket to the back of the boat.

5. Remove the strut by sliding it straight back off the brass stuffing tube.

5. Remove the strut by sliding it straight back off the brass stuffing tube.

6. Install the new strut by reversing the disassembly procedure. Be careful not to
overtighten the screws.

6. Install the new strut by reversing the disassembly procedure. Be careful not to
overtighten the screws.
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